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ABSTRACT
We investigate the scattering of strahl electrons by micro-instabilities as a mechanism for creating the electron
halo in the solar wind. We develop a mathematical framework for the description of electron-driven micro-
instabilities and discuss the associated physical mechanisms. We find that an instability of the oblique fast-
magnetosonic/whistler (FM/W) mode is the best candidate for a micro-instability that scatters strahl electrons
into the halo. We derive approximate analytical expressions for its instability threshold and confirm their
accuracy through comparison with numerical solutions to the hot-plasma dispersion relation. We find that the
strahl-driven oblique FM/W instability creates copious FM/W waves under low-βc conditions when U0s & 3wc,
where βc is the ratio of the core electrons’ thermal pressure to the magnetic pressure, U0s is the strahl speed,
and wc is the thermal speed of the core. These waves have a propagation angle of about 60◦ with respect
to the background magnetic field and a frequency of about half the local electron gyro-frequency. We also
derive an analytical expression for the strahl-driven oblique FM/W instability for βc values approaching unity.
The comparison of our theory results with data from the Wind spacecraft confirms the relevance of the oblique
FM/W instability for the solar wind. We show that the whistler heat-flux, ion-acoustic heat-flux, kinetic-Alfvén-
wave heat-flux, and electrostatic electron-beam instabilities cannot fulfill the requirements for self-induced
scattering of strahl electrons into the halo. We make predictions for the electron strahl close to the Sun, which
will be testable against measurements from Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter.
Keywords: instabilities – plasmas – solar wind – Sun: corona – turbulence – waves
1. INTRODUCTION
The solar wind is a plasma consisting of electrons, protons,
and other ion species. Since the mass of an electron me is by
about a factor of 1836 smaller than the mass of a proton mp,
the electron contribution to the momentum flux in the solar
wind is negligible. However, electrons are important to en-
sure quasi-neutrality, and their pressure gradient generates a
substantial electrostatic field. Furthermore, the skewness pro-
vided by superthermal features in their distribution function
supplies the solar wind with a significant heat flux (Gary et al.
1999; Scime et al. 1999; Pagel et al. 2005; Marsch 2006; Ver-
scharen et al. 2019).
Observations show that typical solar-wind electron distri-
bution functions consist of three main populations: a thermal
core, a superthermal halo, and a field-aligned beam, which is
usually called the strahl (German for beam; Feldman et al.
1975; Rosenbauer et al. 1977; Pilipp et al. 1987a,b; Ham-
mond et al. 1996; Fitzenreiter et al. 1998; Lin 1998; Maksi-
movic et al. 2000; Gosling et al. 2001; Salem et al. 2003a).
The thermal core typically exhibits temperatures compara-
ble to the proton temperature and contains about 95% of the
electrons. The halo is a tail in the distribution function ex-
tending to large velocities, which can be well modeled by a
κ-distribution (Maksimovic et al. 1997, 2005). The halo is
present in all directions with respect to the field; however, rel-
ative drifts and temperature anisotropies of both the halo and
the core have been observed (Štverák et al. 2008; Bale et al.
2013). The electron strahl forms a “shoulder” in the distri-
bution function. Its bulk velocity is shifted with respect to
the electron core either parallel or anti-parallel to the mag-
netic field, and its radial velocity component is almost always
greater than the core’s radial velocity component. The non-
thermal features of the distribution function are more distinc-
tive in the fast solar wind. This observation is attributed to the
typically weaker collisionality of the fast solar wind (Scud-
der & Olbert 1979a,b; Phillips & Gosling 1990; Lie-Svendsen
et al. 1997; Landi & Pantellini 2003; Salem et al. 2003b; Gur-
giolo & Goldstein 2017).
When binary collisions among electrons are sufficiently
rare, instabilities can reduce the skewness of the distribution
function and thereby limit the heat flux (Hollweg 1974; Gary
et al. 1975a,b; Feldman et al. 1976; Lakhina 1977; Ramani
& Laval 1978; Lazar et al. 2011). Candidates for such in-
stabilities include the electromagnetic whistler heat-flux in-
stability (Gary & Feldman 1977; Gary et al. 1994; Gary &
Li 2000; Lazar et al. 2013), fan instabilities of the lower-
hybrid mode (Lakhina 1979; Omelchenko et al. 1994; Krafft
et al. 2005; Krafft & Volokitin 2006; Shevchenko & Galinsky
2010), the kinetic-Alfvén-wave (KAW) heat-flux instability
(Gary et al. 1975a), and a family of electrostatic instabilities
(Gary 1978; Gary & Saito 2007; Pavan et al. 2013) includ-
ing the ion-acoustic heat-flux instability (Gary 1979; Detering
et al. 2005).
In strahl-driven instabilities, the instability thresholds for
bulk speed of the strahl component, U0s, in the reference
frame in which the protons are at rest scale approximately as
the electron Alfvén speed vAe ≡ B0/
√
4pin0eme, where n0e is
the equilibrium electron number density and B0 is the back-
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ground magnetic field. Since vAe decreases with heliocen-
tric distance in the inner heliosphere, the thresholds also de-
crease. This situation, therefore, leads to a quasi-continuous
excitation of these instabilities during the solar wind’s pas-
sage through the inner heliosphere beyond the point at which
U0s reaches the instability threshold for the first time. As a
consequence of this ongoing instability action, the pitch-angle
scattering of electrons quasi-continuously reduces the strahl
heat flux while transferring strahl electrons into the halo and
particle kinetic energy into the unstable wave modes.
In fact, all electron-driven instabilities generate waves with
wavelengths between the electron and the ion inertial length
scales and inject these unstable waves into the fluctuation
spectrum between these scales. Therefore, the understand-
ing of electron micro-instabilities is important for the under-
standing of the nature of fluctuations in the ion-to-electron
spectral range, which is still under debate (Alexandrova et al.
2009; Sahraoui et al. 2010; Alexandrova et al. 2012; Chen
et al. 2012; He et al. 2012; Sahraoui et al. 2012; Salem et al.
2012).
In Section 2, we present the scenario we have in mind for
the evolution of the electron distribution function, starting in
the solar corona and evolving during the solar wind’s travel
into interplanetary space. Section 3 introduces the mathemat-
ical framework of the quasilinear theory of wave–particle in-
teractions and a conceptual understanding of the relevant res-
onant energy-transfer processes. We discuss the instability
of the oblique fast-magnetosonic/whistler (FM/W) mode and
develop analytical expressions for the instability threshold in
Section 4. Section 5 compares our theoretical results with in-
situ electron observations in the solar wind. In Section 6, we
discuss other electron-heat-flux instabilities and relate them
to our predictions. Section 7 summarizes and concludes our
treatment.
2. RADIAL EVOLUTION OF THE STRAHL AND HALO
Measurements of the core, halo, and strahl densities (nc, nh,
and ns, respectively) at different heliocentric distances show
that ns/ne decreases with distance, while nh/ne increases,
where ne = nc +nh +ns (Maksimovic et al. 2005; Graham et al.
2017). The quantity (nh +ns)/ne, however, remains almost
constant between 0.3 au and 2 au (Štverák et al. 2009). This
observation is striking evidence for the notion that the halo
and strahl populations are closely related to each other, and
that the electron halo is the result of a scattering of strahl elec-
trons into the halo. These observations have given rise to the
following paradigm for the radial evolution of superthermal
electrons in the solar wind:
1. superthermal electrons are accelerated in (or very close
to) the solar corona;
2. magnetic-moment conservation in the expanding mag-
netic field focuses the superthermal particles into the
strahl;
3. micro-instabilities, which constrain the strahl to stable
regions in parameter space, regulate the strahl and the
associated heat flux as long as the strahl regulation due
to collisions is negligible;
4. these strahl-induced instabilities generate waves and
scatter the strahl into the halo during the passage of the
plasma through the heliosphere;
5. these processes, expansion effects, and local heating
generate temperature anisotropies that are regulated by
instabilities and collisions.
In this article, we address the points 3 and 4 of this scenario.
3. RESONANT WAVE–PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
We consider a plasma consisting of protons (index p), core
electrons (index c), and strahl electrons (index s) with a back-
ground magnetic field of the form B0 = (0,0,B0). We initially
neglect the halo for the sake of simplicity. We perform all
calculations in the reference frame that moves with the proton
bulk velocity. The plasma fulfills the quasi-neutrality condi-
tion,
n0p = n0c +n0s, (1)
and carries no field-parallel currents on average:
n0cU0c +n0sU0s = 0, (2)
where n0 j and U0 j are the equilibrium number density and the
equilibrium bulk velocity of species j, respectively. Resonant
instabilities are micro-instabilities driven by the interaction of
particles and waves that are in a kinetic resonance. In this
section, we develop the mathematical basis for the treatment
of resonant instabilities and relate them to the framework of
quasilinear theory. We build upon a treatment that we suc-
cessfully applied to instabilities driven by α-particle drifts and
temperature anisotropies (Bourouaine et al. 2013; Verscharen
et al. 2013a).
3.1. Quasilinear Theory of Resonant Wave–particle
Interactions
Quasilinear theory is a theoretical framework for describing
the evolution of a plasma under the effects of resonant wave–
particle interactions. Prerequisites for the application of this
description are small amplitudes and small growth or damp-
ing rates (i.e., |γk|  |ωkr|) of the resonant waves, where ωkr
is the real part of the frequency ωk at wavevector k, and γk
is its imaginary part. These assumptions imply that the back-
ground distribution function changes on a timescale that is
much longer than the wave periods. We use a cylindrical co-
ordinate system for the velocity with the components v⊥ and
v‖ perpendicular and parallel to B0. In the same coordinate
system, the wavevector components are given by k⊥ and k‖.
We denote the azimuthal angle of the wavevector as φ.
Resonant particles of species j diffuse in velocity space ac-
cording to the equation (Stix 1992)
∂ f j
∂t
= lim
V→∞
+∞∑
n=−∞
q2j
8pi2m2j
∫
1
V v⊥
Gˆv⊥
× δ(ωkr − k‖v‖ −nΩ j)
∣∣∣ψ j,nk ∣∣∣2 Gˆ f jd3k, (3)
where f j is the distribution function of species j,
Gˆ≡
(
1−
k‖v‖
ωkr
)
∂
∂v⊥
+
k‖v⊥
ωkr
∂
∂v‖
, (4)
and
ψ j,nk ≡
1√
2
[
Ek,reiφJn+1(x j)+Ek,le−iφJn−1(x j)
]
+
v‖
v⊥
EkzJn(x j). (5)
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The argument of the νth-order Bessel function Jν(x j) is given
by x j ≡ k⊥v⊥/Ω j, and Ω j ≡ q jB0/m jc is the (signed) cy-
clotron frequency of species j, where q j and m j are the parti-
cle charge and mass. The quantities
Ek(k, t)≡
∫
V
E(x, t)e−ik·xd3x (6)
and
Bk(k, t)≡
∫
V
B(x, t)e−ik·xd3x (7)
are the Fourier transforms of the electric and magnetic fields
E(x, t) and B(x, t), after these fields have been multiplied by a
window function of volume V .1 The left and right circularly
polarized components of the electric field are given by Ek,l ≡
(Ekx + iEky)/
√
2 and Ek,r ≡ (Ekx − iEky)/
√
2
When quasilinear diffusion occurs according to Equa-
tion (3), particles diffuse in velocity space along curves of
constant energy in the wave frame (i.e., the reference frame
that moves with the speed ωkr/k‖ along B0). This diffusive
flux of particles is locally tangent to semicircles centered on
the parallel phase velocity vph ≡ ωkr/k‖, which satisfy the
equation (
v‖ − vph
)2 + v2⊥ = constant. (8)
At the same time, Equation (3) allows for diffusion only from
higher phase-space densities to lower phase-space densities.
Only waves and particles fulfilling the resonance condition
ωkr = k‖v‖ +nΩ j (9)
participate in the resonant wave–particle interaction due to the
δ-function in Equation (3).
Complementary to Equation (3), Kennel & Wong (1967)
calculated the growth/damping rate of waves with |γk| |ωkr|
in quasilinear theory and found that the contribution of the
species j to γk is given by
γ jk =
+∞∑
n=−∞
γ j,nk , (10)
where
γ j,nk
|ωkr| =
pi
8n0 j
∣∣∣∣ωkrk‖
∣∣∣∣(ωp jωkr
)2 ∞∫
0
dv⊥v2⊥
×
+∞∫
−∞
dv‖ δ
(
v‖ −
ωkr −nΩ j
k‖
) ∣∣∣ψ j,nk ∣∣∣2 Gˆ f0 j
Wk
, (11)
Wk ≡ 116pi
[
B∗k ·Bk +E∗k ·
∂
∂ω
(ωεh)Ek
]∣∣∣∣
ω=ωkr
, (12)
εh denotes the Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor, and
f0 j is the background distribution function of species j.2
1 This Fourier transform convention was described in greater detail by Stix
(1992), although his definitions of Ek and Bk differ from ours by a factor of
(2pi)−3/2.
2 For the following discussion, we focus on waves with Wk > 0. The
arguments are inverted for negative-energy waves. This effect is, however,
not relevant for the parameter range explored in this study (cf. Verscharen &
Chandran 2013).
The plasma frequency of species j is defined by ωp j ≡√
4pin0 jq2j/m j. We assume that the background distribution
functions f0 j are represented by drifting Maxwellians,
f0 j =
n0 j
pi3/2w3j
exp
(
−
v2⊥ +
(
v‖ −U0 j
)2
w2j
)
, (13)
where w j ≡
√
2kBT0 j/m j is the thermal speed of species j, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, and T0 j is the equilibrium temper-
ature of species j. The set of Equations (10) and (3) couple
the evolution of the waves and particles in the presence of
resonant wave–particle interactions and fulfill energy conser-
vation (Kennel & Wong 1967; Chandran et al. 2010).
3.2. Conceptual Predictions of Quasilinear Diffusion
Figure 1 shows quasilinear diffusion paths for resonant
strahl particles in velocity space. The relative alignment of
the gradients of f0 j in velocity space and the semicircles given
by Equation (8) determines if the resonant particles lose or
gain kinetic energy during the quasilinear diffusion process.
In case (a), 0 <U0s < vph, the resonant particles gain kinetic
energy as they diffuse (i.e., their distance, v2⊥ + v2‖, from the
origin increases). They remove this energy from the resonant
wave, which consequently decreases in amplitude. Therefore,
case (a) represents a configuration that leads to wave damping.
In case (b), 0 < vph <U0s, the resonant particles lose kinetic
energy as they diffuse and transfer this energy to the reso-
nant wave, which consequently grows in amplitude. There-
fore, case (b) represents a configuration that leads to wave
instability. Case (c), in which U0s > 0 and vph < 0, represents
an additional configuration that leads to wave damping since
the resonant particles gain kinetic energy during quasilinear
diffusion. We, therefore, conclude that waves must satisfy the
necessary condition
0< vph <U0s (14)
in order for strahl electrons to lose kinetic energy by reso-
nantly interacting with these waves. At this point, we limit
ourselves to ωkr > 0 and k‖ > 0 without loss of generality.3
The frequency ωkr is associated with the wavevector
through the linear dispersion relation. Figure 2 shows two
representative plots for the FM/W-wave dispersion relation
(for details, see Section 4) with ωkr > 0 and k‖ > 0. In ad-
dition, we plot the resonance condition in Equation (9) for
n = −1 and n = +1. Resonant interactions only occur for waves
and particles if the associated line of the resonance condition
intersects with the plot of the dispersion relation. Figure 2
illustrates that strahl electrons with v‖ > 0 only fulfill the res-
onance condition with FM/W waves with ωkr > 0 and k‖ > 0
through resonance with n ≥ 0. They cannot fulfill the res-
onance condition with these waves through resonances with
n ≤ −1 since ωkr < |Ωe| for all k and Ωe < 0. We do not
consider the n = 0 strahl resonance since this resonance only
excites instabilities when there is a bump-on-tail distribution
(i.e., ∂ f j/∂v‖ > 0 at the resonance speed), which is not ob-
served (see also Section 6.4). Moreover, instabilities driven
via the n = 0 strahl resonance are unable to account for the
halo formation since they cause particles to diffuse only in v‖
and not in v⊥.
3 Our arguments for instability also apply to a configuration in which U0s <
vph < 0 (cf Verscharen & Chandran 2013; Verscharen et al. 2013a).
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Figure 1. Quasilinear diffusion paths in a core-strahl electron distribution
function. The core distribution is shown as blue dashed semi-circles and the
strahl distribution as a red shaded semi-circle. The particle diffusion path
(red arrow) is locally tangent to semi-circles (black) about the parallel phase
speed vph ≡ ωkr/k‖ and directed towards lower strahl phase-space density.
The green circle shows a contour of constant kinetic energy (i.e., v2⊥ + v
2
‖ =
constant). Under typical solar-wind conditions, wc ∼ vAe, and core and strahl
overlap in velocity space. (a) 0 <U0s < vph; (b) 0 < vph <U0s; (c) vph < 0
and U0s > 0.
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Figure 2. Dispersion relation of the FM/W wave for θ = 0◦ (solid black) and
θ = 60◦ (dashed black) from Equation (16), as well as the strahl resonance
conditions according to Equation (9) for n = +1 (red) and n = −1 (black).
Strahl electrons with v‖ > 0 can only resonate with waves with vph > 0
through resonances with n≥ 0.
Although we will allow for oblique modes, we still limit
ourselves to k⊥ρe 1 to avoid cyclotron damping by the core,
where ρe ≡ we/|Ωe|, a point that we discuss further in Sec-
tion 4.1 below.
When k⊥ρe 1 and n> 0, the only non-negligible term in
Equation (5) is Ek,le−iφJn−1(x j) which, moreover, is nonzero
only when n = +1, because Jν(x j)→ 0 for x j→ 0 for all ν 6= 0.
Therefore, in order for electrons to undergo an n > 0 reso-
nance with FM/W waves with k⊥ρe  1, the FM/W waves
must have a left-circularly polarized component (i.e., Ek,l 6= 0).
This requirement rules out the parallel-propagating FM/W
wave, which is purely right-circularly polarized (i.e., Ek,l = 0),
forcing us to consider obliquely propagating FM/W waves.4
Figure 1 (b) shows a case that satisfies all of these require-
ments for the instability of the oblique FM/W wave. The dif-
fusing particles increase in v⊥ and (slightly) decrease in v‖.
These particles are the seed for the halo population. How-
ever, scattering by the initially excited FM/W waves does not
fully describe the formation of the observed halo since it is
restricted to particles in a certain range in v‖ that fulfill the
resonance condition. The scattered seed population, however,
represents a strong deformation of the electron distribution
function that eventually relaxes through secondary instabili-
ties or collisions into a more symmetric halo about the elec-
tron core. Quasilinear or full particle-in-cell simulations can
model these mechanisms; however, the detailed study of the
nonlinear evolution of the electron system is beyond the scope
of this work.
4. INSTABILITY OF THE OBLIQUE
FAST-MAGNETOSONIC/WHISTLER MODE
In this section, we derive approximate analytical expres-
sions for the instability thresholds of the oblique FM/W mode
in a plasma containing an electron strahl. Gary et al. (1975a)
and Gary et al. (1975b) refer to this instability as the “magne-
tosonic instability.” An instability of the oblique FM/W mode
has recently been discussed in the context of the solar wind
(Horaites et al. 2018; Vasko et al. 2019). This instability is
also a candidate to explain heat-flux regulation in other as-
trophysical plasmas such as the intracluster medium (Roberg-
Clark et al. 2016, 2018).
4.1. Instability Mechanism and Dispersion Relations
We assume that the instability drive by strahl electrons is
most efficient at the center of the strahl distribution function,
i.e., by particles with v‖ = U0s and v⊥ = 0. Through the n =
+1 resonance, the oblique FM/W instability only occurs at
frequencies of about
ωr = k‖U0s − |Ωe| (15)
according to Equation (9).
We discuss the properties of the FM/W mode at different
angles of propagation in the ωr-k‖ plane in Figure 3, where we
show four solutions from the full dispersion relation of a hot
electron–proton plasma. We use the linear Vlasov–Maxwell
solver NHDS that determines the full dispersion relation of a
hot plasma (for details on the numerics, see Verscharen et al.
2013b; Verscharen & Chandran 2018). In addition, we show
Equation (15). The intersection between this line and a plot of
the dispersion relation indicates a wavenumber and frequency
at which the resonance condition between the wave and an
electron with v‖ = U0s is fulfilled. Since highly-oblique modes
cease to exist in plasmas with Maxwellian background distri-
butions at large βp ≡ 8pin0pT0p/B20 due to increasing Landau
damping, we apply lower βp for the highly-oblique cases in
4 The only left-circularly polarized parallel-propagating normal mode is
the Alfvén/ion-cyclotron mode. This mode, however, has low frequencies
(. Ωp) compared to |Ωe|. At these frequencies and under typical solar-wind
conditions, thermal protons fulfill the resonance condition in Equation (9), so
that the mode is prone to strong proton-cyclotron damping.
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Figure 3. Hot-plasma dispersion relations for the FM/W mode at different
angles of propagation in an electron–proton plasma with T0p = T0e. We ne-
glect the influence of the strahl on the dispersion relation. For the parallel-
propagating mode and for the mode with θ = 60◦, we use βp = 1. For the
other two modes, βp = 0.001 in order to avoid strong linear damping. The
strahl-resonance line shows Equation (15) for U0s = 3vAe.
Figure 3. We note that k⊥ in the case with θ = 89◦ is by a
factor tanθ ∼ 57 greater than k‖. The FM/W mode exists in
two regimes in the wavenumber range in which Equation (15)
can be fulfilled—i.e., where the line of the strahl resonance
intersects with the corresponding plot of the dispersion rela-
tion. Regime 1 is the whistler regime in which the angle of
propagation fulfills 0◦ ≤ θ . 70◦, and
ωkr ≈
kk‖v2Ae
|Ωe|
(
1+ k2d2e
) , (16)
where de≡ vAe/|Ωe| is the electron inertial length. The disper-
sion relation asymptotes toward ∼ |Ωe|cosθ for large k‖ pro-
vided that cos2 θ&me/mp. In the highly-oblique limit (regime
2; i.e., cos2 θ . me/mp), the wave propagates in the lower-
hybrid regime. Its frequency asymptotes toward a frequency
of order the lower-hybrid frequency,
ωLH ≡ ωpp√
1+
ω2pe
Ω2e
, (17)
as long as thermal corrections are small (Verdon et al. 2009).
4.2. Analytical Instability Thresholds
According to Equations (9) and (13), cyclotron damping by
the core with n = −1 occurs at wavenumbers and frequencies
that fulfill
− k‖wc + |Ωe|. ωr . k‖wc + |Ωe|. (18)
Landau damping by the core with n = 0 occurs at wavenum-
bers and frequencies that fulfill
− k‖wc . ωr . k‖wc. (19)
Strahl driving with n = +1 occurs at wavenumbers and fre-
quencies that fulfill Equation (15).
Figure 4 shows the plot of the dispersion relation from
Equation (16), the strahl-resonance line according to Equa-
tion (15), and the parameter space in which core Landau
damping and core cyclotron damping act according to Equa-
tions (18) and (19). For this plot, we have assumed that
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
0 1 2 3 4 5
ω
r/
|Ω
e
|
k‖vAe/|Ωe|
core Landau
core cyclotron
dispersion relation
strahl resonance
Figure 4. Dispersion relation and resonance conditions for the FM/W mode
with θ = 60◦ in the low-βc case. The black line shows Equation (16). The
blue and green areas show Equations (18) and (19), respectively, and the red
line shows Equation (15) with U0s = 3wc. We use wc = 0.2vAe. This situation
represents a marginally stable state for the oblique FM/W instability.
wc vAe. To a first approximation, the FM/W wave is unsta-
ble if there is a wavenumber range in which Equation (15) is
fulfilled and Equations (18) and (19) are not fulfilled. The res-
onance line in Figure 4 represents the minimum U0s for which
strahl driving can occur in a wavenumber range in which nei-
ther core cyclotron damping nor core Landau damping acts.
In order for the dispersion relation to intersect this resonance
line within the white triangle, two conditions must be met:
(1) βe must be small (otherwise the dispersion relation will
lie within the Landau-damped region – see Figure 4), and (2)
θ must be ' 60◦. When these conditions are satisfied, the
frequency of the resonant waves is given by
ωkr ≈ 12 |Ωe|. (20)
Furthermore, it follows from Equations (18) and (19) that the
wavenumber of the resonant waves satisfies
k‖ = kcrit ≡ 12
|Ωe|
wc
, (21)
where kcrit is the minimum wavenumber at which the green
and blue regions in Figure 4 overlap; i.e., the minimum
wavenumber at which both core Landau damping and core cy-
clotron damping can occur. Combining Equations (15), (20),
and (21) leads to the instability criterion
U0s & 3wc. (22)
For βc ∼ 1, the dispersion relation lies below the Landau-
damping threshold from k‖ = 0 to k‖ = kcrit. This situation is il-
lustrated in Figure 5. We now determine the instability thresh-
old in this regime by balancing the destabilizing effects of the
strahl against the stabilizing effects of core Landau damping.
Under these assumptions, the FM/W mode is unstable if there
is a wavenumber range in which
γs,n=+1k +γ
c,n=0
k > 0. (23)
Using Equation (11), we derive the instability criterion in Ap-
pendix A. We find that the FM/W mode is unstable if
U0s &
[
2
n0c
n0s
√
T0s
T0c
v2Aew
2
c
(1+ cosθ)
(1− cosθ)cosθ
]1/4
(24)
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Figure 5. Dispersion relation and resonance conditions for the FM/W mode
with θ = 60◦ in the βc ∼ 1 case. The black line shows Equation (16). The
blue and green areas show Equations (18) and (19), respectively, and the red
line shows Equation (15) with U0s = 4wc. We use wc = vAe.
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NHDS: n0s = 0.02n0c
NHDS: n0s = 0.04n0c
NHDS: n0s = 0.06n0c
Equation (22)
Equation (24): n0s = 0.04n0c, θ = 65.5◦
Figure 6. Comparison of Equations (22) and (24) with numerical solutions
of the hot-plasma dispersion relation from our NHDS code. The blue and
orange lines show Equations (22) and (24), except that the&-signs have been
replaced with equal-signs. We use ws = 2wc and T0p = T0c. For the numerical
solutions, we show isocontours of constant maximum growth. The analytical
solutions use θ = 65.5◦, while the numerical solutions are evaluated at the
angle for which the lowest U0s leads to a maximum growth rate of γm =
10−3|Ωe|.
for the βc ∼ 1 case. The minimum of the right-hand side of
Equation (24) suggests that the lowest threshold occurs for
cosθ = −1 +
√
2, i.e., for θ ≈ 65.6◦. The transition between
the low-βc case and the βc ∼ 1 case occurs when wc is large
enough that the inequality in Equation (19) encompasses the
entire plot of the dispersion relation. By combining Equa-
tion (16) for θ = 60◦ and Equation (19), we find that this tran-
sition occurs when
wc &
vAe
2
. (25)
We compare our analytical thresholds from Equations (22)
and (24) with numerical solutions of the hot-plasma disper-
sion relation from our NHDS code in Figure 6. Our analytical
instability thresholds agree well with our numerical solutions.
The transition between the low-βc case and the βc ∼ 1 case
occurs at wc ≈ 0.2vAe, which is slightly below our analyti-
cal finding in Equation (25). We attribute this difference to
inaccuracies based on our assumption of a discrete onset of
0.01
0.1
1 10
n
0
s/
n
0
p
U0s/vAe
NHDS
Equation (24)
10
100
1000
Figure 7. Data distribution of the analyzed solar-wind interval in the n0s/n0p
vs. U0s/vAe plane. The color-coding shows the probability density in the cor-
responding bin in arbitrary units. We determine the observed values for n0s
and U0s by taking moments of the strahl distribution. The black line shows the
isocontour of maximum growth rate γm = 10−3|Ωe| for the oblique FM/W in-
stability from our NHDS solutions. The red dashed line shows Equation (24)
for θ = 65.5◦, and wc = vAe = ws.
Landau damping as soon as ωkr ≤ k‖wc.
5. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
We use data from the 3DP instrument on board the Wind
spacecraft (Lin et al. 1995), obtained between 1995 and 1998.
With an automated routine (Pulupa et al. 2014), we fit the dis-
tribution function as a combination of a bi-Maxwellian distri-
bution (core) and a bi-κ-distribution (halo):
f0e = f0c + f0h (26)
with
f0c =
n0c
pi3/2w2⊥cw‖c
exp
(
−
(v⊥ −U0⊥c)2
w2⊥c
−
(v‖ −U0‖c)2
w2‖c
)
(27)
and
f0h =
n0h
w2⊥hw‖h
[
2
pi(2κ−3)
]3/2
Γ(κ+1)
Γ(κ−1/2)
×
{
1+
2
2κ−3
[
(v⊥ −U0⊥h)2
w2⊥h
+
(v‖ −U0‖h)2
w2‖h
]}−(κ+1)
(28)
where Γ(x) is the Γ-function, and the fit parameters are nc,
w⊥c, w‖c, U0⊥c, U0‖c, n0h, w⊥h, w‖h, U0⊥h, U0‖h, and κ. We
determine the strahl bulk parameters as the result from sub-
tracting the observed total electron distribution from the fit re-
sult and calculating the numerical moments of the remaining
strahl distribution. In this way, we obtain the densities, rela-
tive drift speeds, temperatures, and temperature anisotropies
of all electron species as well as the κ-index of the halo distri-
bution. We bin the data distribution in the n0s/n0p vs. U0s/vAe
plane and count the number of data points in each bin. We
show the result in Figure 7.
We overplot numerical results for the instability thresh-
old of the oblique FM/W instability for a maximum growth
rate of γm = 10−3|Ωe| from NHDS. We evaluate the thresh-
old at the angle of propagation that leads to the maximum
growth rate γm. This angle varies between 51◦ and 67◦ in the
shown range. We use the following free parameters: βp = 1,
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Figure 8. Diffusion paths for the parallel whistler heat-flux instability. The
electron beam must fulfill Us0 > vph and be hot enough to have a sufficient
number of electrons at v‖ < 0. Typically, the strahl does not fulfill this lat-
ter requirement, while the halo can be hot enough. The core distribution is
shown as blue dashed semi-circles and the strahl or halo distribution as a red
shaded semi-circle. The particle diffusion path (red arrow) is locally circular
(indicated by black semi-circles) about the parallel phase speed vph = ωkr/k‖.
The green circle segment indicates constant kinetic energy. Particles at v‖ < 0
diffuse and lose kinetic energy for this instability.
T0c = T0p, T0s = T0p, vAp/c = 10−4, and all species are isotropic.
In addition, we overplot Equation (24) for θ = 65.5◦, and
wc = vAe = ws. We consider the parameter space to the lower
left of the plotted instability threshold as the stable parame-
ter space, while we consider the parameter space to the upper
right of this curve as the unstable parameter space. The in-
stability threshold restricts the data in this parameter space
to stable values, while only an insignificant number of data
points populate the unstable parameter space. This finding is
broadly consistent with our argument that the oblique FM/W
instability sets the upper limit to U0s in the solar wind. We
also note that the numerical solution and our analytical so-
lution agree reasonably well, especially at small n0s/n0p, the
regime in which the strahl effect on the dispersion relation is
negligible as assumed in our derivation.
6. RELATION TO OTHER ELECTRON-DRIVEN INSTABILITIES
In this section, we discuss the relevance of other electron-
driven instabilities to the evolution of the electron strahl in the
solar wind. We specifically address the consistency of these
alternative instabilities with the strahl-scattering scenario de-
scribed in Section 2. Our reasoning relies on the considera-
tions presented in Section 3 of the diffusion paths with respect
to the phase speed as well as a careful analysis with NHDS.
6.1. Whistler Heat-flux Instability
The parallel-propagating FM/W wave is purely right-
handed in polarization (i.e., Ek,l = Ekz = 0). Equation (5) for
k⊥ = 0, therefore, requires that the only contributing resonant
interaction is the cyclotron resonance with n = −1. The reso-
nant particles driving this instability must move in the oppo-
site direction along the magnetic field as the wave (i.e., v‖ < 0
in our convention) in order to fulfill the resonance condition,
Equation (9). This property characterizes the halo rather than
the strahl. The situation is shown in Figure 8. The resonant
particles diffuse toward smaller values of v⊥ and form a tail-
like structure in the distribution. This behavior does not agree
with the scenario that strahl scattering forms the halo distri-
bution function as discussed in Section 2. For these reasons,
we exclude the parallel whistler heat-flux instability as a can-
didate for a plasma instability that scatters the strahl into the
halo. This instability can, however, be relevant for the regu-
lation of the halo heat flux in the solar wind. We note that a
reduction of U0c can lead to an indirect reduction of U0s by the
v
v
⊥
||
s
c
vph
Figure 9. Diffusion paths in a core–strahl electron distribution function for
the lower-hybrid fan instability. The core distribution is shown as blue dashed
semi-circles and the strahl distribution as a red shaded semi-circle. The par-
ticle diffusion path (red arrow) is locally circular (indicated by black semi-
circles) about the parallel phase speed vph =ωkr/k‖. The green circle segment
indicates constant kinetic energy. βc is small so that the distribution functions
of core and strahl do not overlap sufficiently for strong core Landau damping
to suppress the instability.
fulfillment of quasi-neutrality according to Equation (2). This
indirect effect is also relevant for the ion-acoustic heat-flux in-
stability and for the KAW heat-flux instability. Evidence for
the whistler heat-flux instability was found in measurements
of solar-wind core and halo electrons (Tong et al. 2019).
6.2. Lower-hybrid Fan Instability
In the limit cos2 θ < me/mp, the FM/W-mode branch cor-
responds to the lower-hybrid mode as shown in Section 4.1.
The fan instability of the lower-hybrid mode is driven by the
n = +1 resonance of strahl electrons like the oblique FM/W
instability (Omelchenko et al. 1994; Shevchenko & Galinsky
2010). It scatters particles about the parallel phase speed of
the lower-hybrid wave, vph = ωLH/k‖, and is, thus, capable of
scattering strahl electrons into the halo. The highly-oblique
lower-hybrid mode has a strong electrostatic component and
relatively low frequencies compared to the moderate-θ FM/W
mode. Therefore, it is prone to strong core Landau damping
if wc is large enough that the core provides a significant num-
ber of electrons at v‖ ≈ vph. In this case, the resonance speed
for Landau-resonant core electrons lies deep within the core
distribution function. With increasing wc, the phase speed of
the lower-hybrid wave increases slightly due to thermal cor-
rections to its dispersion relation. This effect can overcom-
pensate the increasing number of Landau-resonant core elec-
trons at the strahl resonance speed. However, the growth rate
of the highly-oblique lower-hybrid mode is still less than the
growth rate of the oblique FM/W instability by about two or-
ders of magnitude under typical solar-wind conditions. As
U0s increases, |U0c| must increase so that the parallel cur-
rent vanishes as per Equation (2). In cases with very low
βc, the lower-hybrid fan instability is a good candidate for
self-induced strahl scattering. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 9. The instability is related to the oblique FM/W in-
stability since it is driven by the same resonance effect and
transitions into the oblique FM/W mode for smaller θ. We
note that some authors use a broader definition of the term fan
instabilities for all instabilities driven by an n = +1 resonance
(e.g., Krafft & Volokitin 2003).
6.3. Ion-acoustic Heat-flux Instability and
Kinetic-Alfvén-wave Heat-flux Instability
The ion-acoustic heat-flux instability (Gary 1978) has
a comparable instability threshold to the threshold of the
oblique FM/W instability under certain conditions. However,
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Figure 10. Diffusion paths in a core–strahl electron distribution function for
the ion-acoustic heat-flux instability and for the KAW heat-flux instability.
The core distribution is shown as blue dashed semi-circles and the strahl dis-
tribution as a red shaded semi-circle. The particle diffusion path (blue arrow)
is purely parallel to the magnetic field and occurs at v‖ = vph. In the case
of the ion-acoustic heat-flux instability, T0c  T0p so that the phase speed is
large enough to overcome proton Landau damping. For the KAW heat-flux
instability, the core temperature is typically small βc ≤ 10−3.
this instability acts on particles with v‖ ≈ vph. The parallel
phase speed of the ion-acoustic mode is much less than both
wc and the typical strahl speed in the solar wind. Therefore,
it is more likely that this instability is driven by the core drift,
which is directed in the opposite direction of the strahl speed
according to Equation (2). For this case, we illustrate the
quasilinear diffusion of particles under the action of the ion-
acoustic instability in Figure 10. The ion-acoustic heat-flux
instability is driven by the Landau resonance of the core elec-
trons, which leads to a diffusion of core electrons at v‖ = vph
towards smaller |v‖|. This instability is not a candidate to ex-
plain strahl scattering into the halo since it does not increase
v⊥ of strahl electrons. We also note that large T0c  T0p are
required in order to increase vph of the ion-acoustic mode and
to avoid proton Landau damping, which would otherwise effi-
ciently suppress this instability. The maximum growth rate of
the ion-acoustic heat-flux instability occurs in parallel propa-
gation.
The same instability mechanism is responsible for the
kinetic-Alfvén-wave (KAW) heat-flux instability (Gary et al.
1975a). In the parameter range explored by Gary et al.
(1975a), the KAW heat-flux instability requires low βc . 10−3
to have the lowest threshold of all electron-drift driven insta-
bilities. It propagates at very large angles θ with respect to
B0. The nonzero Ekz of the KAW allows for the electron core
to drive the mode unstable through the Landau resonance as
in the case of the ion-acoustic heat-flux instability. Likewise,
this instability does not scatter strahl particles into the halo.
6.4. Electrostatic Electron-beam Instability
The electrostatic electron-beam instability (Gary 1978) is
a low-βc instability that propagates into the direction of the
strahl and has maximum growth parallel to B0. Its typical
phase speed is vph .U0s. For βc . 0.1, it has lower thresh-
olds than the other instabilities, as long as the strahl forms a
bump-on-tail configuration rather than a shoulder of the dis-
tribution while all other parameters are kept at representative
solar-wind values. It is driven by the Landau resonance of
the strahl electrons. We illustrate this instability in Figure 11.
The Landau-resonant diffusion of strahl electrons leads to an
excitation of this instability only if the diffusion paths down
the gradients of the strahl distribution function are directed to
lower kinetic energies. For this reason, U0s has to be slightly
greater than vph as illustrated in Figure 11. This instability
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Figure 11. Diffusion paths in a core–strahl electron distribution function for
the electrostatic electron-beam instability. The core distribution is shown as
blue dashed semi-circles and the strahl distribution as a red shaded semi-
circle. The particle diffusion path (red arrow) is purely parallel to the mag-
netic field and occurs at v‖ = vph. The green circle segment indicates constant
kinetic energy. βc is small so that core-Landau damping is inefficient in sup-
pressing the instability. The strahl speed has to be slightly greater than vph in
order to yield an kinetic-energy loss of strahl electrons during the diffusion.
only reduces v‖ and does not increase v⊥ of the resonant strahl
electrons and is thus not a candidate mechanism to scatter
strahl electrons into the halo. We also note that, if this in-
stability were to operate in the solar wind, it would lead to a
quasilinear flattening of the electron distribution function in at
least some narrow range of parallel velocities near the strahl
velocity. However, the measured electron distribution func-
tions are strongly decreasing functions of v‖ near the strahl
velocity (Pilipp et al. 1987a; Marsch 2006).
7. CONCLUSIONS
Electron distribution functions in the solar wind consist of
three components: a core, halo, and strahl. The relative drifts
among these populations carry a significant heat flux from the
solar corona into the heliosphere. It is, therefore, of great im-
portance for global solar-wind models to understand the reg-
ulation of the relative drifts between these electron compo-
nents. Observations indicate that strahl electrons are continu-
ously transferred into the halo. We propose a mechanism that
explains this scattering as the consequence of a self-induced
excitation of the oblique FM/W instability. In this scenario,
we assume that electrons are accelerated to high energies in
the solar corona. We furthermore assume that the conserva-
tion of the magnetic moment in the widening magnetic-field
structure of a coronal hole focuses these energetic electrons
into the anti-sunward direction, forming the electron strahl.
Based on these assumptions, we find that the strahl itself then
quasi-continuously excites an instability of the oblique FM/W
wave that scatters strahl electrons into the halo and generates
plasma waves with wave lengths between the ion and elec-
tron kinetic scales. This instability reduces the strahl density,
increases the halo density, and limits the strahl heat flux.
In Section 4, we derive analytical expressions for the
thresholds of the oblique FM/W instability in both the low-
βc regime and the βc ∼ 1 regime. In the low-βc regime, the
strahl excites FM/W waves when U0s is large enough that the
strahl can resonate with the waves at wavenumbers and fre-
quencies at which core Landau damping and core cyclotron
damping are negligible. At βc ∼ 1, on the other hand, core
Landau damping of FM/W waves cannot be avoided, and cy-
clotron driving by the strahl must overcome this core Landau
damping in order to make the FM/W waves unstable.
In Section 5, we compare the instability thresholds of the
oblique FM/W instability with direct in-situ measurements
from the Wind spacecraft. We find that the instability limits
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the data distribution to the stable regime. This finding corrob-
orates our hypothesis that the oblique FM/W instability in-
deed limits the strahl speed and heat flux in the solar wind. In
the future, we will study the instability of observed electron
distributions with our ALPS code (Verscharen et al. 2018)
without relying on the assumption of a Maxwellian shape of
the electron components’ distribution in Equation (13), which
is also made in our NHDS solutions.
Other electron-driven instabilities (whistler heat-flux,
lower-hybrid fan, ion-acoustic heat-flux, kinetic-Alfvén-wave
heat-flux, and electrostatic electron-beam instabilities) are ei-
ther not capable of scattering strahl electrons into the halo or
(in the case of the lower-hybrid fan instability) have growth
rates much smaller than the oblique FM/W instability.
Fully-kinetic simulations, such as Vlasov or particle-in-
cell simulations, and simulations of the quasi-linear diffu-
sion equations (e.g., using the methods presented by Pongk-
itiwanichakul & Chandran 2014) will allow us to model the
nonlinear evolution of the strahl–halo system in a future anal-
ysis. The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) measures electron distri-
bution functions and waves in the close vicinity of the Sun.
We predict that PSP will encounter the low-βc regime of the
oblique FM/W instability in which its threshold is given by
Equation (22). In this case, we predict the presence of copi-
ous FM/W waves with θ ≈ 60◦ and ωr ≈ 0.5|Ωe|. The Solar
Orbiter spacecraft will link the observed high-cadence and
high-resolution in-situ electron properties with the associated
source regions in the corona in order to improve our under-
standing of the global evolution of electrons in the solar wind.
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APPENDIX
ANALYTICAL INSTABILITY CRITERION FOR βC ∼ 1
Our calculation of the instability threshold is based on
Equation (10) for the case in which strahl driving balances
with the stabilizing effects of core Landau damping. We first
calculate expressions for |ψc,n=0k |2/Wk and |ψs,n=+1k |2/Wk We
then use these expressions to derive γc,n=0k and γ
s,n=+1
k . In or-
der to simplify Equation (10), we approximate ωkr using the
cold-plasma dispersion relation for an electron–proton plasma
(Stix 1992), recognizing that this will introduce some error
into our results.
Polarisation of Oblique FM/W Waves
In the cold-plasma dispersion relation (Stix 1992),
iEkx
Eky
=
n2 −S
D
(A1)
and
iEkz
Eky
=
n4 cos2 θ −n2S
(
1+ cos2 θ
)
+S2 −D2
Dn2 cosθ sinθ
, (A2)
where n ≡ kc/ωk is the refractive index and, in the whistler-
wave regime,
S' ω
2
pe
Ω2e −ω2k
(A3)
and
D' −SΩe
ωk
. (A4)
Using Equation (16), Equations (A1) and (A2) simplify to
iEkx
Eky
' 1+ k
2d2e sin
2 θ
cosθ
(A5)
and
iEkz
Eky
' k2d2e sinθ. (A6)
We choose the coordinate system in which φ = 0 so that k⊥ =
kx and ky = 0. With the use of Equations (5), (16), (A5), and
(A6), we find∣∣∣ψc,n=0k ∣∣∣2
Wk
'
[
v‖
v⊥
k2d2e sinθ J0 (xc)+ J1 (xc)
]2 |Eky|2
Wk
. (A7)
Since iEkx/Eky iEkz/Eky and k⊥ρe 1, we retain only the
term proportional to J0 in ψ
s,n=+1
k . With the use of Equa-
tions (5), (16), (A5), and (A6), we then obtain∣∣∣ψs,n=+1k ∣∣∣2
Wk
' 1
4
(
1− cosθ + k2d2e sin
2 θ
)2
cos2 θ
J20 (xs)
|Eky|2
Wk
. (A8)
Dispersion Relation and Resonance Condition
By combining Equations (15) and (16), we find for the res-
onance condition
k2d2e cosθ
1+ k2d2e
− kde cosθ
U0s
vAe
+1 = 0. (A9)
We make the simplifying approximation that
≡ vAe
U0s
 1. (A10)
Solving Equation (A9) using the method of dominant balance
(Bender & Orszag 1999), we obtain
k‖de ≈ vAeU0s
(
1+
v2Ae
U20s
1
cosθ
+ . . .
)
. (A11)
Upon substituting Equation (A11) into Equation (16), we find
that the parallel phase velocity of the resonant wave is
ωkr
k‖
≈ v
2
Ae
U0s cosθ
[
1+
v2Ae
U20s cos2 θ
(cosθ −1)+ . . .
]
(A12)
at the resonant wavenumber and frequency.
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Evaluation of Growth and Damping Rates
We simplify the integrals in Equation (11) by exploiting the
δ-function and the Bessel-function identities5
∞∫
0
dv⊥ v⊥J2ν
(
k⊥v⊥
Ω j
)
e−v
2
⊥/w
2
j =
w2j
2
e−λ j Iν(λ j), (A13)
∞∫
0
dv⊥ v3⊥J
2
ν
(
k⊥v⊥
Ω j
)
e−v
2
⊥/w
2
j =
w4j
2
e−λ j
×{Iν(λ j)−λ j [Iν(λ j)− I′ν(λ j)]} , (A14)
and
∞∫
0
dv⊥v2⊥J0
(
k⊥v⊥
Ω j
)
J1
(
k⊥v⊥
Ω j
)
e−v
2
⊥/w
2
j =
k⊥w4j
4Ω j
e−λ j
× [I1(λ j)− I0(λ j)] , (A15)
where Iν is the modified Bessel function of order ν and λ j ≡
k2⊥w
2
j/2Ω
2
j . Equations (A13) through (A15) follow from the
identity (Watson 1922)
∞∫
0
dt tJν(at)Jν(bt)e−p
2t2 =
1
2p2
exp
(
−
a2 +b2
4p2
)
Iν
(
ab
2p2
)
(A16)
in the way presented by Stix (1992), which is valid for
Re(ν) > −1 and |arg p| < pi/4. Given Equations (A10) and
(A11), λc = 0.5βc2 tan2 θ + . . . We take tanθ and βc to be of
order unity, and thus λc 1. We take ws ∼ wc, and thus λs is
also 1. With the use of Equations (15) and (A11) through
(A15) and our assumptions that ωkr > 0, k‖ > 0, we find that
to leading order in ,
γc,n=0k
ωkr
' −
(
ωkr
k‖wc
)(
ωpc
ωkr
)2 |Eky|2 /Wk
8
√
pi
λc (A17)
and
γs,n=+1k
ωkr
'
(
ωkr
k‖wc
)(
ωpc
ωkr
)2 |Eky|2 /Wk
8
√
pi
× n0s
n0c
√
T0c
T0s
|Ωe|
4ωkr
(1− cosθ)2
cos2 θ
. (A18)
Using these closed expressions for γc,n=0k and γ
s,n=+1
k , the in-
stability condition in Equation (23) then translates to
n0s
n0c
√
T0c
T0s
U20s
4v2Ae
(1− cosθ)2
cosθ
& w
2
c
2U20s
tan2 θ, (A19)
which furthermore simplifies to
U40s
v4Ae
& 2n0c
n0s
√
T0s
T0c
w2c
v2Ae
(1+ cosθ)
(1− cosθ)cosθ
. (A20)
This criterion can be rewritten as Equation (24).
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